Feedback from Parental Survey
June 2020
Thank you for completing our survey in relation to the reopening to school on a wider basis
and evaluating home learning. It has allowed us to plan effectively and safely our wider
reopening and has helped us assess our home learning arrangements.
Below is a summary of your responses and replies to questions asked. Your feedback is
important to our continual improvement.
If the school could facilitate a wider opening, would your child return to school?

The responses show that that majority of children and parents are happy and confident to
return to school.
On a scale of 1-10, how satisfied have you been with the provision of home learning in
regards to work being set through various means (1 being unsatisfactory and 10 being
excellent)?

The responses show that the vast majority of people are more than satisfied with the home
learning provided with 65.2% of people rating it as 8 or above. The lower score answers we
will look to address.

On a scale of 1-10, how satisfied are you with the support the school has given you during
this time (1 being unsatisfactory and 10 being excellent)?

Again, it is really pleasing to receive 79.5% of families rating the support as 8 or above;
however, we aim to review the lower scores and address these
On a scale of 1-10, how satisfied are you with how you have been updated on events and
procedures from the school (1 being unsatisfactory and 10 being excellent)?

This chart shows that families have found the communication from the school to be a real
positive with nobody rating it below a 5 and 52.3% of people rating it as ‘Excellent’.
Parents were also given the opportunity for additional comments, which we thank you
for. Those that asked questions or comments that we felt needed responses are below:
Does the school have the room for all classes to return and to implement social distancing?
There is enough room to safely invite all classes to return in accordance with the
Government Guidelines of bubbles with no more than 15 children within them, therefore
we are currently able to staff bubbles of children in all year groups to those who originally
declared that they wanted their children to return. We also have enough space within
school so that children can use facilities and corridor space without mixing bubbles. We
are also lucky to have a large outdoor space so that we can keep bubbles separate at
break and lunch times.
Although we promote and encourage socially distancing in a variety of ways within
bubbles, the Government’s Guidance states that ‘primary pupils do not need to be kept
apart in the classroom.’

How do bubbles work at break and lunchtimes?
Currently, there is enough space for our children in school to distance within the hall when
eating lunch and outside when on break. When we return on a wider scale we will be
staggering our break times and lunch times to ensure that bubbles are distanced and
children have enough space.
How would you support the children to reconnect with each other given the social
distancing measures and time apart?
The pupils that we currently have in school have been great examples of how children’s
resilience and ability to overcome barriers is obviously crucial, but often undervalued.
They have quite naturally, and impressively, reunited friendships and formed new ones
without any directing from adults. That being said, the recovery curriculum we have
devised supports friendships, supports positive thinking towards others and allows
children to develop empathy – sample activities have been shared on our home learning
section.
What would the content of the school day be?
This depends on the year group of the child, but in general there would be maths and
English lessons in the morning. These will be lessons designed to address any areas that
needed focus as well as preparation for September. The afternoons would be more of a
creative time with plenty of art and outdoor learning.
What are the school hours?
This has been answered in other correspondence and it depends on a child’s year group.
We aren’t offering flexi-schooling currently and children who have requested a place and
are in school, will be expected to be in. We remain closed on a Wednesday and Friday
afternoon.
Will children be in different rooms?
The bubble will be based in a given room which will not be used by other bubbles. This
room may be different to the room that they were in before school closure.
Will children be allowed packed lunch?
Yes children may have packed lunch or school dinners.
What is likely to happen in September?
We are working off Government Guidance and the same has been shared with the public
as it has with schools currently. The latest reports seem to suggest that all children will be
expected to return in September with no social distancing in classes, although there may
be other measures in place such as limited or no interaction between classes and
staggered start, finish, break and lunch times.
What is the uniform?
Currently children are welcome to wear comfortable clothing suitable for a primary school.
It must be clean each day and suitable for art and outdoor learning. They will not need a

PE kit or any stationery. Children are also invited to wear a school fleece, cardigan or
jumper should they wish to.
For September we are reviewing what our uniform policy may look like in light of the
pandemic and the consequences of it, so we are looking at options based around the
current uniform.
Would it be possible for teachers to phone the children in their class to catch up with them
or email them individually?
We have considered this several times and have found that the Zoom catch ups we do are
really beneficial. For a class teacher to ring around to all pupils in their class, regardless of
class size, could be time extremely time consuming given that teachers are all in class and
providing home learning still. That being said, we recognise that this could be useful and
important, so we will be looking at how to address this.

Once again, thank you to those that replied to the survey. We will be putting together our
end of year survey soon, again we would be grateful for your feedback in this too.

